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STEPHENS ORTIZ
The History and Description of Africa and of the Notable Things
Therein Contained Harvard University Press
"This book is a translation of historian Carlo Ginzburgʼs latest
collection of essays. Through the detective work of uncovering a
wide variety of stories or microhistories from fragments, Ginzburg
takes on the bigger questions: How do we draw the line between
truth and ﬁction? What is the relationship between history and
memory? Stories range from medieval Europe, the inquisitional
trial of a witch, seventeenth-century antiquarianism, and
twentieth-century historians."--Provided by publisher.
An Anthology Harvard University Press
Containing chapters 51-100 of China's best-loved work, in an
edited, yet complete and wholly accurate translation for the
Western reader. Travel with Monkey, Pig, Friar Sand and the Tang
Priest as they continue their journey to India and ﬁnally attain the
scriptures. Volume 2 contains some of the most famous episodes
from this classic, including Monkey's duel with the Princess Iron
Fan.
Captives and Corsairs JHU Press
These essays, three of them previously unpublished, explore the
competing claims of innovation and tradition among the lower
orders in sixteenth-century France. The result is a wide-ranging
view of the lives and values of men and women (artisans,
tradesmen, the poor) who, because they left little or nothing in
writing, have hitherto had little attention from scholars. The ﬁrst
three essays consider the social, vocational, and sexual context
of the Protestant Reformation, its consequences for urban
women, and the new attitudes toward poverty shared by Catholic
humanists and Protestants alike in sixteenth-century Lyon. The
next three essays describe the links between festive play and
youth groups, domestic dissent, and political criticism in town
and country, the festive reversal of sex roles and political order,
and the ritualistic and dramatic structure of religious riots. The
ﬁnal two essays discuss the impact of printing on the quasiliterate, and the collecting of common proverbs and medical
folklore by learned students of the "people" during the Ancien
Régime. The book includes eight pages of illustrations.
Braided Histories Oxford University Press, USA
A history of the Ottoman incorporation of Arab lands that shows
how gentlemanly salons shaped culture, society, and governance
Historians have typically linked Ottoman imperial cohesion in the
sixteenth century to the bureaucracy or the sultan’s court. In
Empire of Salons, Helen Pfeifer points instead to a critical but
overlooked factor: gentlemanly salons. Pfeifer demonstrates that
salons—exclusive assemblies in which elite men displayed their
knowledge and status—contributed as much as any formal
institution to the empire’s political stability. These key
laboratories of Ottoman culture, society, and politics helped men
to build relationships and exchange ideas across the far-ﬂung
Ottoman lands. Pfeifer shows that salons played a central role in

Syria and Egypt’s integration into the empire after the conquest
of 1516–17. Pfeifer anchors her narrative in the life and network
of the star scholar of sixteenth-century Damascus, Badr al-Din alGhazzi (d. 1577), and she reveals that Arab elites were more
inﬂuential within the empire than previously recognized. Their
local knowledge and scholarly expertise competed with, and
occasionally even outshone, that of the most powerful oﬃcials
from Istanbul. Ultimately, Ottoman culture of the era was forged
collaboratively, by Arab and Turkophone actors alike. Drawing on
a range of Arabic and Ottoman Turkish sources, Empire of Salons
illustrates the extent to which magniﬁcent gatherings of Ottoman
gentlemen contributed to the culture and governance of empire.
All Can Be Saved Getty Publications
This is a primary source collection of narratives about travel and
discovery in North and South America, Africa, Asia, and Europe in
the 16th century. The authors represent multiple nationalities,
including Spanish, Huguenot, French, Italian, and English, and the
locations range from Brazil to Canada, China to Virginia, and
Angola to Florida, encompassing the Atlantic, Paciﬁc, and Indian
oceans.
A New History of Indigenous Power Routledge
Scholars of the period will ﬁnd this to be a richly informative and
thoroughly engrossing read.
Fiction in the Archives Vintage Canada
The life of Usâmah ibn-Munqidh epitomizes the height of Arab
civilization during the early Crusading period. These memoirs -which represent a rare ﬁrst-hand account of medieval European
manners, morals, politics, and medicine written by a nonEuropean -- oﬀers new perspective and insight into an important
point of military and cultural contact between the East and West.
In his introduction, translator Philip Hitti writes, "Ancient Arabic
literature has preserved for us other biographies, memoirs, and
reminiscences by great men, but there is hardly anything
superior to this one in its simplicity of narrative, dignity, and
wealth of contents and general human interest.
Ten Centuries of Travelers Writing about the Muslim Pilgrimage
Gardners Books
This book makes available in translation a riveting sixteenthcentury chronicle of European and North African cultural contacts
that is virtually unknown to English-speaking readers. The
Topography was written by a Portuguese cleric, Doctor Antonio
de Sosa, who was captured by Algerian corsairs in 1577 and held
as a Barbary slave for over four years while awaiting ransom.
Sosa''s work is a fascinating description of a city at the
crossroads of civilizations, with a sophisticated multilingual
population of Turks, Arabs, Moriscos, Berbers, Jews, Christian
captives, and converts to Islam from across the world.
UPNE
An act of indiscretion from her immortal trickster companion
sends Annie and her league of ladies-in-waiting on a time-defying
adventure that becomes the inspiration for William Shakespeare.
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Lakota America Routledge
To receive a royal pardon in sixteenth-century France for certain
kinds of homicide--unpremeditated, unintended, in self-defense,
or otherwise excusable--a supplicant had to tell the king a story.
These stories took the form of letters of remission, documents
narrated to royal notaries by admitted oﬀenders who, in eﬀect,
stated their case for pardon to the king. Thousands of such
stories are found in French archives, providing precious evidence
of the narrative skills and interpretive schemes of peasants and
artisans as well as the well-born. This book, by one of the most
acclaimed historians of our time, is a pioneering eﬀort to us the
tools of literary analysis to interpret archival texts: to show how
people from diﬀerent stations in life shaped the events of a crime
into a story, and to compare their stories with those told by
Renaissance authors not intended to judge the truth or falsity of
the pardon narratives, but rather to refer to the techniques for
crafting stories. A number of fascinating crime stories, often
possessing Rabelaisian humor, are told in the course of the book,
which consists of three long chapters. These chapters explore the
French law of homicide, depictions of "hot anger" and selfdefense, and the distinctive characteristics of women's stories of
bloodshed. The book is illustrated with seven contemporary
woodcuts and a facsimile of a letter of remission, with appendixes
providing several other original documents. This volume is based
on the Harry Camp Memorial Lectures given at Stanford
University in 1986.
Threads and Traces JHU Press
The pathbreaking work of renowned historian Natalie Zemon
Davis has added profoundly to our understanding of early modern
society and culture. She rescues men and women from oblivion
using her unique combination of rich imagination, keen
intelligence, and archival sleuthing to uncover the past. Davis
brings to life a dazzling cast of extraordinary people, revealing
their thoughts, emotions, and choices in the world in which they
lived. Thanks to Davis we can meet the impostor Arnaud du Tilh
in her classic, The Return of Martin Guerre, follow three
remarkable lives in Women on the Margins, and journey
alongside a traveler and scholar in Trickster Travels as he moves
between the Muslim and Christian worlds. In these conversations
with Denis Crouzet, professor of history at the Sorbonne and wellknown specialist on the French Wars of Religion, Natalie Zemon
Davis examines the practices of history and controversies in
historical method. Their discussion reveals how Davis has always
pursued the thrill and joy of discovery through historical research.
Her quest is inﬂuenced by growing up Jewish in the Midwest as a
descendant of emigrants from Eastern Europe. She recounts how
her own life as a citizen, a woman, and a scholar compels her to
ceaselessly examine and transcend received opinions and
certitudes. Davis reminds the reader of the broad possibilities to
be found by studying the lives of those who came before us, and
teaches us how to give voice to what was once silent.
Murder and Memory in Uganda Tor Books
Examined here is the historical ﬁgure and architectural patronage
of Hadice Turhan Sultan, the young mother of the Ottoman Sultan
Mehmed IV, who for most of the latter half of the seventeenth
century shaped the political and cultural agenda of the Ottoman
court. Captured in Russia at the age of twelve, she ﬁrst served
the reigning sultan's mother in Istanbul. She gradually rose
through the ranks of the Ottoman harem, bore a male child to
Sultan Ibrahim, and came to power as a valide sultan, or queen
mother, in 1648. It was through her generous patronage of
architectural works-including a large mosque, a tomb, a market
complex in the city of Istanbul and two fortresses at the entrance
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to the Dardanelles-that she legitimated her new political
authority as a valide and then attempted to support that of her
son. Central to this narrative is the question of how architecture
was used by an imperial woman of the Ottoman court who,
because of customary and religious restrictions, was unable to
present her physical self before her subjects' gaze. In lieu of
displaying an iconic image of herself, as Queen Elizabeth and
Catherine de Medici were able to do, Turhan Sultan expressed
her political authority and religious piety through the works of
architecture she commissioned. Traditionally historians have
portrayed the role of seventeenth-century royal Ottoman women
in the politics of the empire as negative and de-stabilizing. But
Thys-Senocak, through her examination of these architectural
works as concrete expressions of legitimate power and piety,
shows the traditional framework to be both sexist and based on
an outdated paradigm of decline. Thys-Senocak's research on
Hadice Turhan Sultan's two Ottoman fortresses of Seddülbahir
and Kumkale improves in a signiﬁcant way our understanding of
early modern fortiﬁcations in the eastern Mediterranean region
and will spark further research on many of the Ottoman
fortiﬁcations built in the area. Plans and elevations of the
fortresses are published and analysed here for the ﬁrst time.
Based on archival research, including letters written by the queen
mother, many of which are published here for the ﬁrst time, and
archaeological ﬁeldwork, her work is also informed by recent
theoretical debates in the ﬁelds of art history, cultural history and
gender studies.
Three Ways to be Alien Open Road + Grove/Atlantic
A biography of Vittoria Colonna, conﬁdante of Michelangelo, scion
of one of the most powerful families of her era, and a pivotal
ﬁgure in the Italian Renaissance Ramie Targoﬀ’s Renaissance
Woman tells of the most remarkable woman of the Italian
Renaissance: Vittoria Colonna, Marchesa of Pescara. Vittoria has
long been celebrated by scholars of Michelangelo as the artist’s
best friend—the two of them exchanged beautiful letters, poems,
and works of art that bear witness to their intimacy—but she also
had close ties to Charles V, Pope Clement VII and Pope Paul III,
Pietro Bembo, Baldassare Castiglione, Pietro Aretino, Queen
Marguerite de Navarre, Reginald Pole, and Isabella d’Este, among
others. Vittoria was the scion of an immensely powerful family in
Rome during that city’s most explosively creative era. Art and
literature ﬂourished, but political and religious life were under
terriﬁc strain. Personally involved with nearly every major
development of this period—through both her marriage and her
own talents—Vittoria was not only a critical political actor and
negotiator but also the ﬁrst woman to publish a book of poems in
Italy, an event that launched a revolution for Italian women’s
writing. Vittoria was, in short, at the very heart of what we
celebrate when we think about sixteenth-century Italy; through
her story the Renaissance comes to life anew.
Three Seventeenth-century Lives Farrar, Straus and Giroux
Three hundred years ago, an unprecedented explosion in
inexpensive, disposable print--newspapers, pamphlets,
informational publications, artistic prints--ushered in a media
revolution that forever changed our relationship to information.
One unusually perceptive man, an obscure Dutch/British still life
painter named Edward Collier, understood the full signiﬁcance of
these momentous changes and embedded in his work secret
warnings about the inescapable slippages between author and
print, meaning and text, viewer and canvas, perception and
reality. Working around 1700, Collier has been neglected, even
forgotten, precisely because his secret messages have never
been noticed, let alone understood. Until now. In Mr. Collier's
Letter Racks, Dror Wahrman recovers the tale of an extraordinary
illusionist artist who engaged in a wholly original way with a
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major transformation of his generation. Wahrman shows how
Collier developed a hidden language within his illusionist
paintings--replete with minutely coded messages, witty games,
intricate allusions, and private jokes--to draw attention to the
potential and the pitfalls of this new information age. A
remarkably shrewd and prescient commentator on the changes
unfolding around him, not least the advent of a new kind of
politics following the Glorious Revolution, Collier performed a
post-modernist critique of modernity long before the modern age.
His trompe l'oeil paintings are ﬁlled with seemingly disconnected,
enigmatic objects--letters, seals, texts of speeches, magnifying
glasses, title pages--and with teasingly signiﬁcant details that
require the viewer to lean in and peer closely. Wahrman does just
that, taking on the role of detective/cultural historian to unravel
the layers of deceptions contained within Collier's extraordinary
paintings. Written with passionate enthusiasm and including
more than 70 color illustrations, Mr. Collier's Letter Racks is a
spell-binding feat of cultural history, illuminating not only the
work of an eccentric genius but the media revolution of his
period, the birth of modern politics, and the nature of art itself.
Religious Tolerance and Salvation in the Iberian Atlantic
World Metropolitan Books
Captives and Corsairs uncovers a forgotten story in the history of
relations between the West and Islam: three centuries of Muslim
corsair raids on French ships and shores and the resulting
captivity of tens of thousands of French subjects and citizens in
North Africa. Through an analysis of archival materials, writings,
and images produced by contemporaries, the book fundamentally
revises our picture of France's emergence as a nation and a
colonial power, presenting the Mediterranean as an essential
vantage point for studying the rise of France. It reveals how
eﬀorts to liberate slaves from North Africa shaped France's
perceptions of the Muslim world and of their own "Frenchness".
From around 1550 to 1830, freeing these captives evolved from
an expression of Christian charity to a method of state building
and, eventually, to a rationale for imperial expansion. Captives
and Corsairs thus advances new arguments about the ﬂuid
nature of slavery and ﬁrmly links captive redemption to state
formation—and in turn to the still vital ideology of liberatory
conquest.
Conversations with Denis Crouzet Basic Books
A study of individual trajectories in an early modern global
context
Transforming Monkey Columbia University Press
"This publication is issued on the occasion of the exhibition Book
of Beasts: The Bestiary in the Medieval World, on view at the J.
Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Center, Los Angeles, from May
14 to August 18, 2019."
Travails and Encounters in the Early Modern World Oxford
University Press
People have been experimenting with diﬀerent ways to write
history for 2,500 years, yet we have experimented with ﬁlm in
the same way for only a century. Noted professor and historian
Natalie Zemon Davis, consultant for the ﬁlm The Return of Martin
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Guerre, argues that movies can do much more than recreate
exciting events and the external look of the past in costumes and
sets. Film can show millions of viewers the sentiments,
experiences and practices of a group, a period and a place; it can
suggest the hidden processes and conﬂicts of political and family
life. And ﬁlm has the potential to show the past accurately,
wedding the concerns of the historian and the ﬁlmmaker. To
explore the achievements and ﬂaws of historical ﬁlms in diﬀering
traditions, Davis uses two themes: slavery, and women in political
power. She shows how slave resistance and the memory of
slavery are represented through such ﬁlms as Stanley Kubrick's
Spartacus, Steven Spielberg's Amistad and Jonathan Demme's
Beloved. Then she considers the portrayal of queens from John
Ford's Mary of Scotland and Shekhar Kapur's Elizabeth to John
Madden's Mrs. Brown and compares them with the cinematic
treatments of Eva Peron and Golda Meir. This visionary book
encourages readers to consider history ﬁlms both appreciatively
and critically, while calling historians and ﬁlmmakers to a new
collaboration.
The Cambridge World History Cambridge University Press
“Wolfe does an exemplary job of detailing the ceremonies
performed at Mecca and the reasons behind them . . . Highly
recommended” (Library Journal, starred review). This updated
and expanded edition of One Thousand Roads to Mecca collects
signiﬁcant works by observant travel writers from the East and
West over the last ten centuries—including two new
contemporary narratives—creating a comprehensive,
multifaceted literary portrait of the enduring tradition. Since its
inception in the seventh century, the pilgrimage to Mecca has
been the central theme in a large body of Islamic travel
literature. Beginning with the European Renaissance, it has also
been the subject for a handful of adventurous writers from the
West who, through conversion or connivance, managed to slip
inside the walls of a city forbidden to non-Muslims. These very
diﬀerent literary traditions form distinct impressions of a spirited
conversation in which Mecca is the common destination and
Islam the common subject of inquiry. Along with an introduction
by Reza Aslan, featured writers include Ibn Battuta, J.L.
Burckhardt, Sir Richard Burton, the Begum of Bhopal, John Keene,
Winifred Stegar, Muhammad Asad, Lady Evelyn Cobbald, Jalal Ale Ahmad, and Malcolm X. One Thousand Roads to Mecca is a
historically, geographically, and ethnically diverse collection of
travel writing that adds substantially to the literature of Islam and
the West. “Serves as an excellent introduction to a religion,
people, culture, and philosophy.” —Santa Cruz Sentinel
Empress of the East Cornell University Press
Acclaimed historian Natalie Zemon Davis's accessible and
dramatic biography was widely hailed as a masterpiece and tells
the story of Leo Africanus, a sixteenth-century Moroccan who
embodies the rich and complex exchanges between Europe and
Africa during the Renaissance. Trickster Travels oﬀers a virtuoso
study of the fragmentary, partial and often contradictory traces
that al-Hasan al-Wazzan left behind him, and is a superb
interpretation of his extraordinary life and work.
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